Aristocrat Brings Wide Variety of Cabinets and Proprietary Titles to
Macao Gaming Show
Aristocrat on Stand #AS-38
MACAO, China (November 9, 2016) – Providing customers with games that entertain is the focus of Aristocrat’s
appearance at the upcoming Macao Gaming Show (MGS). Aristocrat will be on stand #AS-38, where the
company will showcase a wide variety of cabinets and proprietary titles.
“We are excited to be exhibiting at the Macao Gaming Show,” said Aristocrat’s Managing Director – Asia Pacific
Vincent Kelly. “At Aristocrat, we put the focus squarely on our customers, and we channel our global energies
and passions into creating cabinets and games that help our customers entertain their guests.”
Aristocrat cabinets on display suit a variety of operator tastes. First is Behemoth™ with its 84” ultra highdefinition LCD portrait monitor. Its 14-button deck with dual bash buttons mean a player can enjoy the game
alone or with a friend. Appearing large in Behemoth at MGS are the titles 5 Dragons Empire Link™ and 5
Dragons Rapid™.
Next the Arc Double™ cabinet features dual 42” curved high-definition LCD touch screens, 5.1 stereo sound,
and upgraded graphics capabilities. Thundering into MGS in the Arc Double is the title Buffalo Grand™, part of
Aristocrat’s successful Buffalo™ franchise.
Aristocrat’s Arc Single™ features a single, curved 42” high-definition LCD screen and 5.1, and breathing
excitement into the Arc Single at MGS are the titles Dragon Reign™ and 5 Dragons Empire Link™.
Also on display is the Helix™ cabinet with infinity-edged frameless displays and dual 23” LED HD displays.
Appearing in the Helix is the global sensation Lightning Link™. Also showing in the Helix cabinet is The Romance
of Fire & Rain: Journey of Fire™, from Aristocrat’s E*Series™ line of games; 5 Dragons Rapid™ and Fortune King
Gold™, which are part of Aristocrat’s Legends™ collection; Super Wheel Blast™: Hong Kong Fortunes™; Gold
Stacks™ Golden Zodiac™ and Gold Stacks™ Golden Prosperity™; and new titles of Core games, including Flamin’
Tiger™, Mystical Sands™, Third Prince™, Lucky 88 Extra Choice™, Fortune’s Way™ and Rhino Charge™.
Aristocrat has captured the fun and excitement of popular table games in its Games of Fortune™ titles Multiline
Baccarat™ and Baccarat 88™.
See these cabinets and games on Aristocrat’s stand #AS-38 at the Macao Gaming Show or online anytime at
www.aristocrat.com.
About Aristocrat
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a leading global provider of
land-based and online gaming solutions. The Company is licensed by more than 200 regulators and its products
and services are available in more than 90 countries around the world. Aristocrat offers a diverse range of
products and services including electronic gaming machines and casino management systems. For further
information, visit the company’s website at www.aristocrat.com.
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